ABSTRACT. We examine the solvability of multilinear equations of the form (x,x x) y, k , -k timeswhere M k is a k-linear operator on a Banach space X and y E X is fixed.
INTRODUCTION.
We study the quadratic equation B(x,x) y (.) in a Banach space X, where B is a bounded symmetric bilinear operator on X and y is fixed in X [2] , [3] , [7] , [9] , [i0] . We consider two cases. where (B())-lB, y (B(x))-lB(x x) and h E X is to be determined
We introduce the iteration hn+I ((hn))-l(h n ) for some h 0 X to find a solution h of (1.2) such that h # x. It turns out under certain assumptions that iteration (1.3) converges to an h E X such that h # x, therefore x x h is a nonzero solution of (i.i Moreover, x x h is a nonzero solution of (i.i 
which is true by (a). The result now follows by taking the limit as n --, in (2.1).
Finally note that since llhll > llII, x h # 0 therefore x x h is a nonzero solution of (i.i). E X is well defined and it converges to a solution x of (l.l) which is unique in U(z,r) for any x 0 6 U(z,r). THEOR{ 4. Let z,r be such that the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied. Let p < q be positive numbers such that a) pqlIBIl llyll then if p [IXol q then the solution x of (l.1) is such that
